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Release v5.0.3 (78 items)

ASAP Conversion Enhancement
TES-3979

Allow ASAP Conversion for parameters by setting attribute 'Enable ASAP Parameter' true. 
The parameter name should be unique, otherwise the conversion rule is applied to all parameter and global
variables with this name.

Batch Operation
TES-3356

Apply report logo image and template path from TBS file when executing a batch test.

C++
TES-4029

Generate consistent script names for C++ test objects.

C++
TES-4045

Fixed an incorrect interface database when using a structure declared inside a class as a parameter of a
template function. 

C++
TES-4047

Fixed resetting advanced stub variables after a test object was called from the test objects class constructor.

C++ Enhancement
TES-4114

Added feature to optionally create C++ singleton class constructors manually triggered by TEE attribute.

CTE New Feature
TES-3789

The classification tree generation now considers variables with ASAP information available. Class nodes with
physical values for minimum and maximum will be created in any case. For unsigned values a node for a mean
value will be calculated and for signed values nodes for physical representation of -1, 0 and 1 will be created if
they match the defined ASAP range.
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CTE
TES-4050

Fix indirectly called methods are not generated in the called functions sub tree of the automatic CTE document.

CTE
TES-4055

Fixed that test sequences in migrated CTE documents were not correctly synchronized.

CTE
TES-4073

TESSY prevents now that copied test projects with custom folder layout get inconsistent CTE documents.

Component Test
TES-4132

A scenario containing only an INIT time step was marked as passed although containing failed eval macros.

Coverage Viewer (CV)
TES-4032

Fixed Coverage Viewer initialization being triggered unnecessarily.

Driver
TES-3295

UTF-8 byte order marks at the beginning of a source file will now be removed when generating the test driver.

Driver
TES-3946

Moved position of User Code Definitions in test driver. 
Pointer targets defined in User Code Definitions must not be declared in User Code Declarations section
anymore. 
That was possibly resulting in a compiler error in tests with more than one source file, if a type not known in all
source files was used in the declaration.

Driver
TES-4035

Fixed generated driver to not set const struct member in Pattern Test.

Driver
TES-4150

Fixed generating driver for test objects with indirect recursive call.

Driver
TES-4162

Improved performance generating C++ test driver for modules containing large amounts of external classes.

Environment Editor (TEE) Enhancement
TES-3828

Implemented show overwritten button for the TEE.
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Environment Editor (TEE) Enhancement
TES-3948

Added preference option to disable dialog for environment configuration errors.

Environment Editor (TEE)
TES-3986

Fixed problems with URL type attributes within TEE.

Environment Editor (TEE)
TES-4041

Fixed TEE's multiline attributes.

Environment Editor (TEE)
TES-4138

Added more attributes being editable on "All Environments" level (e.g. "CMSIS Path").

Environment Editor (TEE)
TES-4184

Optimized saving of configuration in case of many enabled compiler/target environments.

Instrumenter
TES-3973

If a static local variable of a tag type declared only in the function under test was used, then with call pair
coverage (CPC) measurement turned on, the generated driver was syntactically incorrect.

Instrumenter
TES-4034

The possible absence of the ';' after a break statement resulted in a non-executable test with call pair coverage
(CPC) enabled.

Instrumenter
TES-4054

Fixed incorrect instrumentation of an expression that uses a pointer to array cast (e.g. (char (*)[42]) NULL ==
variable).

Instrumenter
TES-4056

If call pair coverage (CPC) is enabled, the "Instrumentation Exclude List" attribute was not handled correctly and
resulted in a lower C1/C2 coverage measurement result than actually achieved being reported.

Instrumenter Enhancement
TES-4131

New Attribute 'Instrumenter Consider Hide Functions' 
If set to true the source files marked with 'Hide Functions' are excluded from instrumentation.

Interface Assigner (IDA)
TES-2513

In module reuse the test object specific stub settings of a called function with a changed name were not
assigned when the calling testobjects name changed and it was assigned before the called functions.
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Interface Assigner (IDA) Enhancement
TES-3494

New dialog to move variables and functions that are not in the test objects initial interface to it.

Interface Assigner (IDA)
TES-3518

Fixed "Find Previous Unassigned".

Interface Assigner (IDA)
TES-4123

Abort reuse if an error occurred when assigning any of the funtions of a module.

Interface Assigner (IDA)
TES-4171

Fixed exception when double clicking a test object in the IDA perspective while a Compare View for its module is
active.

Interface Database (IDB)
TES-4099

Fixed possible file access error on a CI System running with full load and with security software running in
background.

Interface Database (IDB)
TES-4120

Automatic reuse of test objects where a constant of an enum parameter/return of a called function changes.

Interface Database (IDB)
TES-4144

Fixed finding and assigning applicable unnamed enums during compare/reuse.

Makefile Templates
TES-4083

Fixed communication Makefile for PLS UDE / TI TMS 570.

Mutation Test
TES-3814

Disregard "Execution Timeout" attribute for mutation tests.

Mutation Test Enhancement
TES-3911

Calculate mutation score for test objects with failed execution.

Mutation Test
TES-4181

Fixed a compilation error when building the test driver for mutation tests if the test object uses a sizeof operator
for an expression that is not guarded with parens. [e.g. if (sizeof array / sizeof array[0] > 10)]
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Parser
TES-4105

Fixed handling IAR localized integer format.

Parser Enhancement
TES-4155

Updated Green Hills TKS files.

Parser
TES-4177

Fixed parsing of @-operator in tks-freescale.tpl

Parser
TES-4185

Fixed TKS file for Freescale compiler.

Project Handling
TES-4072

Do not require modules to be analyzed again after editing unrelated project settings.

Report
TES-4098

Fixed generating overview report for not executed component tests.

Requirements
TES-3939

Bugfix for ReqIF import with test mean mapping and empty values.

Requirements
TES-4025

Bugfix to enable the creation of a requirement document hierarchy again.

Save/Restore Database (TMB Files)
TES-2334

Save notes for component tests during database backup.

Scenario Editor (SCE)
TES-4097

Fixed error during (automatic) reuse of a Component Test from older versions of TEESY due to remnants of
deleted time steps in the test database.

Script Editor
TES-3408

Support '~' operator in script expressions.

Script Editor
TES-3894

Write fault injection test cases in script.
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Script Editor
TES-3941

Improve formatting of evaluation macros in scripts.

Script Editor
TES-4071

Correctly recognize inactive union components as interface variables in Script Editor.

TESSY (General) Enhancement
TES-2540

Add context menu to "Test Directory" section in Properties View.

TESSY (General) Enhancement
TES-3246

Add notice that description, specification and comment for folders and test collections are not included in
database backup.

TESSY (General) Enhancement
TES-3479

Support key binding "Ctrl+A" in code editors.

TESSY (General)
TES-3952

Updated the windIDEA OBTI connection.

TESSY (General)
TES-4011

Fix error message "Entity does not exist" when updating the Test Data Editor or Test Definition View.

TESSY (General)
TES-4061

Expand modules bypassing analyze when using "Find" command on test objects in Status Dialog or Problems
View.

TESSY (General)
TES-4066

Show error message when attempting to analyze modules containing test objects with names longer than 1024
characters.

TESSY (General) Enhancement
TES-4122

Improvements to test object filter: 
- Improved performance of the filter dialog for large projects. 
- The filter can only be applied to test objects without any test cases, and will automatically be removed for test
objects that have at least one test case.

Test Data Editor (TDE)
TES-2909

Refresh filter results in Test Data Editor when changing perspectives.
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Test Database (TDB)
TES-4040

A possible null pointer exception when displaying historical test data has been fixed.

Test Database (TDB)
TES-4068

A possible null pointer exception when setting a pointer target and the name of the target could not be
determined has been fixed.

Variant Management
TES-4043

Do not execute deleted variant test steps.

Variant Management Enhancement
TES-4070

Allow using the "Synchronize Modules" operation for test collections, folders, and any selection containing one or
more parent or variant modules.

Variant Management Enhancement
TES-4076

Improvements to module reuse: 
- Added filter button in IDA to hide completely assigned elements. 
- Added filter button in IDA to hide assigned elements with warnings. 
- Added text filters in IDA. 
- Added "Expand All" and "Collapse All" buttons in IDA. 
- Deassigning multiple elements at once is now possible. 
- Test objects cannot be committed if the corresponding module is open in the IDA. 
- Changed sort order of interface element groups in IDA. 
- "Functions" has been split into "Test Objects" and "Functions" in IDA. 
- Automatically assign elements according to previous assignments to avoid having to repeat the same
assignments.

Variant Management
TES-4077

Missing stub code in variant module if a manual assignment of the interface was necessary during
synchronization.

Variant Management
TES-4079

Fix exception when replacing a missing parent module in the Properties View.

Variant Management
TES-4113

Fixed erroneous synchronization warning after saving/restoring of module TMB backups (caused by updates of
the last modified time stamp of parent modules). This problem was introduced with TES-3707 in TESSY v4.1.29,
v4.2.15 and v4.3.6.

Variant Management
TES-4116

Fixed incorrect progress when synchronizing multiple modules at once.
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Variant Management Enhancement
TES-4121

Added "Force Reuse" option in Synchronize Module Dialog.

Variant Management Enhancement
TES-4125

Erroneous test data was not marked in red in the CTE test data view in variant test objects.

Variant Management
TES-4153

Fixed setting initial pass direction of advanced stub variables in variant module when synchronizing with parent.

Variant Management
TES-4157

Fix importing test data for variant test objects when using the "Overwrite existing test cases" option.

Variant Management
TES-4167

When synchronizing a variant module use of IDA was always required if the interface contained a structure with
a recursive pointer. 

Variant Management
TES-4176

Fixed a null pointer exception when synchronizing a module, if the parent module uses expressions as test data
for an interface object with passing direction IRRELEVANT in the variant module.

Release v5.0.2 (3 items)

Compiler/Target/Microcontroller New Feature
TES-3887

Linux porting of the combinations Arm compiler with Arm Development Studio and Linaro compiler with Arm
Development Studio. Also ARM DS-5 is supported for these compilers.

Compiler/Target/Microcontroller New Feature
TES-3949

Added Linux support for Green Hills Arm compiler with Green Hills MULTI and Lauterbach TRACE32 debuggers.

TESSY (General) New Feature
TES-3416

TESSY is now available also for Linux platforms, starting with Ubuntu 20.04. Legacy versions will not be
supported officially. 
 
Further Linux distributions will be supported successively on demand.
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